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Abstract

Statistical uncertainties complicate engineering design – confounding regulated design approaches,
and degrading the performance of reliability efforts. The simplest means to tackle this uncertainty is
double loop simulation; a nested Monte Carlo method that, for practical problems, is intractable.
In this work, we introduce a flexible, general approximation technique that obviates the double loop.
This approximation is constructed in the context of a novel theory of reliability design under statistical
uncertainty: We introduce metrics for measuring the efficacy of RBDO strategies (effective margin

and effective reliability), minimal conditions for controlling uncertain reliability (precision margin),
and stricter conditions that guarantee the desired reliability at a designed confidence level. We provide
a number of examples with open-source code to demonstrate our approaches in a reproducible fashion.

1 Introduction

Uncertainty complicates design. Unknown loads motivate safety factors; manufacturing fluctuations
motivate material property knockdowns. When uncertainty is modeled by a random variable, additional
uncertainty arises when fitted distribution parameters are estimated from data, leading to statistical
uncertainty.

Statistical uncertainty represents a lack of knowledge in a system or design, with the potential for
improvement in performance or safety. Such uncertainty can lead to degraded performance; for example,
Park et al.[1] demonstrated significant weight penalties due to sampling uncertainties in coupon and
element testing. Gains in engineering design can be made through the acquisition of more information,
though the question remains of how to confidently and efficiently guarantee the reliability of a system’s
performance and safety under statistical uncertainty.

Optimizing system performance while constrained by failure probability goes by the name reliability
based design optimization (RBDO). When statistical uncertainties are modeled as parameters to
input distributions, they induce second-order uncertainties similar to a hierarchical model.[2] These
uncertainties are most simply handled through a double loop Monte Carlo simulation[3] over a sampling
distribution or hyperprior. Of course, this approach is multiplicative in its expense, rendering all but the
simplest problems intractable.

Further, in reviewing the literature it was unclear to us how to measure the effects of statistical
uncertainties in RBDO, let alone how to control realized design reliability.[3, 4, 5] The aforementioned
works introduce approaches that are distinct in how they introduce engineering conservatism, but are
similar in that they recover the the ‘true’ reliability in the case of perfect information. This is in
contrast with other design practices outside the framework of RBDO, such as those utilizing basis values.
Further, in statistical inference, there exists the notion of confidence intervals, which guarantee frequentist
properties of coverage;[6] we have not found a similar notion in the context of RBDO. Our work was in
part motivated by a desire for useful theory by which to compare and contrast different approaches to
managing statistical uncertainties.

In this work, we introduce the metrics of effective margin and effective reliability to assess the
performance of RBDO strategies incorporating statistical uncertainties. To control effective reliability, we
introduce minimum conditions that define precision margin (PM). To show the concept’s generality,
we formally prove that the conservative reliability index (CRI) of Ito et al.[3] is a PM. We also
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present two implementations of PM, both carrying unique advantages and challenges. The second of
these implementations – margin in probability (MIP) – adds just enough margin to guarantee the
desired reliability at a known confidence level. We call this property confidently conservative (C2),
and regard it as a translation of statistical coverage to engineering design practice.

While our examples in this work consider materials characterization, the PM concept is flexible enough
to apply to any case of sampling uncertainty. The particular approximations of PM presented in this
work are restricted to cases of modeled randomness, where a specific (analytic) joint PDF is selected to
model variable quantities – this choice is in line with existing Department of Defense probabilistic design
methodologies.[7]

Of course, we are not the first to tackle the double loop issue. Der Kiureghian[4] carried out reliability
design over a Bayesian posterior distribution, effectively incorporating statistical uncertainties into a
single loop; however, his predictive reliability index does not add any form of margin. Noh et al.[5]
tackle the same issue by perturbing the estimated moments of an normal distribution, assuming that
there exists a transform to standard normal space. Our approach is more general, in the sense that we
work directly in the original probability space of the posed random variable model. The work of Ito et
al.[3] is closely related to what we suggest, though similarly assumes a transform to standard normal
space, and does not guarantee the C2 property. We draw a close comparison between their CRI and
our proposed MIP approach. Note that some other authors refer to the form of uncertainty we consider
as epistemic, e.g. Ito et al.[3]. We use a more specific terminology – statistical uncertainty – as we
do not claim our approach is appropriate for all epistemic uncertainties (such as unknown unknowns),
but instead note that our work addresses many of the same issues commonly referred to as epistemic
uncertainties.

Our approximation technique is a form of Monte Carlo reweighting,[8] but using the likelihood ra-
tio (LR) gradient estimation technique to approximate parameter gradients at negligible additional
cost.[9, 10] Note that “double loop” is sometimes used to refer to a reliability analysis nested within
an optimization loop;[11] we use this term in its other commonly accepted meaning to refer to nested
Monte Carlo.

An outline of this article is as follows: Section 2 presents the motivating issue through a simple
structural sizing problem, illustrating the effects of sampling uncertainty on both standard industry
practice and a ‘plug-in’ RBDO approach. Here we introduce the metrics of effective margin and effective
reliability. Section 3 introduces the precision margin concept, presents two implementations, and provides
comparisons against the previously-introduced methods. The two implementations apply margin in either
physical or probability space, and present different advantages and challenges. Section 4 provides practical
estimation procedures to enable the computation of PM – the techniques introduced here add negligible
computational cost, and are simple to incorporate within an RBDO framework. Section 5 demonstrates
the PM methodology on a common RBDO test case, while Section 6 retrospects, providing context and
sketching future directions.

Our aim is to constructively comment on the practice of engineering design, and to illustrate a poten-
tial avenue for the continued development of our profession. In the spirit of facilitating this development,
a companion GitHub repository∗ contains all the code necessary to generate the results in the present
work, and to serve as a reference implementation for the suggested algorithms.

2 Motivating Issue

We first introduce the design problem of sizing for uniaxial tension, and formulate the problem in a
reliability-based design framework, in order to illustrate the effects of statistical uncertainty on reliabil-
ity. We introduce two families of approaches of dealing with uncertain material properties, first studying
approaches using a basis value, and second directly modeling the variable material with ‘plug-in’ param-
eter estimates. We employ all approaches at different cases of desired reliability, and demonstrate that
none produce desirable results, motivating the introduction of precision margin in the section to follow.

2.1 Uniaxial Tension Sizing

For illustrative purposes we introduce a structural sizing problem, whose simplicity highlights the issue
of statistical material property uncertainties. We consider sizing the wall thickness t of a hollow cylinder
of given radius r; this has cross sectional area given by A(t) = π

(

(r + t)2 − r2
)

. We take the applied
tensile force to have a known distribution F ∼ N (µf , τ

2
f ), while the material ultimate tensile strength

∗url: https://github.com/zdelrosario/bv-questionable
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has a ground truth distribution U ∼ N (µu, τ
2
u). For simplicity, we model these variables as independent

Gaussians; one could easily use lognormal variables to enforce positivity, which would not materially
change our conclusions. Table 1 summarizes the ground truth parameter values used in this study.

Table 1: Ground truth parameters for uniaxial tension example. We assume a material coefficient of variation
of 10%, a high but realistic value for advanced composite materials.[12]

Parameter Value Units
µu 600 MPa
µf 100 N
τu 60 MPa
τf 10 N

In general, failure of a structure is modeled by the limit state function g(d,X), where d ∈ R
dd

are the design variables, and X ∈ R
dr are random variables.[13] For uniaxial tension, we have the limit

state function

g(t,X) = U − F/A(t), (1)

where g ≤ 0 corresponds to failure, and X = (U,F )⊤ are the random variables, chosen to model different
sources of uncertainty. The critical ultimate stress U replaces a fixed, deterministic stress σult to model
the variability inherent in manufacturing processes. The applied load F replaces a fixed load f to
model the uncertain conditions the design will encounter. Reliable sizing is accomplished by solving the
optimization problem

min C(t),

s.t. PX [g(t,X) > 0] ≥ R,
(2)

where C is the cost of the design, taken to be C(t) = t for this example, and R ∈ [0, 1] is the desired
reliability. Here and below, we denote by subscript the random variables considered in evaluating an
expectation, e.g. a probability statement. Equation (2) has an exact solution, defined by

A∗ =
µuµf +

√

Φ−1(R)2µ2
uτ

2
f +Φ−1(R)2µ2

fτ
2
u − Φ−1(R)4τ 2

uτ
2
f

µ2
u − Φ−1(R)2τ 2

u

,

t∗ =
√

A∗/π + r2 − r,

(3)

where Φ−1(·) is the standard inverse normal CDF. In the case where r = 1m and R = 0.95, we find the
solution t∗ ≈ 3.3cm.

2.2 Uncertain Parameters

In practice, the parameters θ for the distribution of the random variables may not be known. In the uni-
axial tension example, we assume we know the parameters for F exactly, and have access to some number
m of samples U i ∼ N (µu, τ

2
u), which lead to the sample estimates and their (sampling) distributions

U =
1

m

m
∑

i=1

U i ∼ N (µu, τ
2
u/m),

S2
u =

1

m− 1

m
∑

i=1

(U i − U)2 ∼ χ2
m−1τ

2
u/(m− 1).

(4)

Note that we assume no additional measurement noise on the material measurements U i. Variation here
is assumed to arise from manufacturing variability alone. The parameter estimates θ̂ = (U, S2

u)
⊤ are

random and have the moments

E[θ] = (µu, τ
2
u)

⊤,

Cov[θ] = Diag[τ 2
u/m, τ 4

u/(m− 1)] ≡ T .
(5)

We will denote by T̂ the sample estimate of Cov[θ], and will occasionally use a subscripted version T̂m

to emphasize the sample size. The lack of perfect knowledge implies that exactly solving the RBDO
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problem (2) is not possible. Instead, one must turn to some form of statistical approximation – two
possible approaches are detailed below.

2.3 Regulated and Mixed Design

Under Title 14 CFR 25.613, commercial aircraft designers are required to establish material properties
using a basis value, a random variable constructed from a random material population. Formally, a
basis value is a tolerance interval, a random interval constructed with respect to another random
variable, such that the interval contains a fraction P of the population at a desired confidence level C.[14]
A basis value is a one-sided interval, thus it is reported as a single number.

Practically, one may draw a number m of samples of the desired material property Ui ∼ ρ for
i = 1, . . . ,m and compute the sample mean U and variance S2. Effectively, the basis value is the mean
estimate, knocked down by the sample standard deviation, scaled by an appropriate factor kP,C(m).
Formally, we have

B = U − kP,C(m)S, (6)

where kP,C(m) is determined by the desired Population fraction P , Confidence level C, and chosen sample
count m. Under a normal X assumption, the factor kP,C(N) can be determined from a non-central t-
distribution – this assumption is exact in the uniaxial tension problem defined above. One may also
employ empirical methods for computing basis values in the case of large sample sizes.[14]

Note that B is a random variable, for which we compute a realization based on sample estimates.
The basis value is applied by introducing a modified limit state function

g(t,B, F ) = B − F/A(t). (7)

Note that (7) is not the true limit state, but is instead an approximation induced by the basis value. We
shall see (Fig. 1) that this approximation will not necessarily lead to a conservative design.

An additional level of conservatism is required by Title 14 CFR 25.303, which imposes a factor of
safety (FOS) of 1.5 on external load limits. In this regulated approach to design, one sizes the cross-section
via

A∗
regulated = B/(1.5µf ), (8)

here using µf as the nominal loading conditions. We also pursue a ‘mixed’ approach using a basis
value, which is (to our knowledge) not used in industry, but better isolates the effect of the basis value
approximation, purely for illustrative purposes. Since the basis value is the only number reported, we do
not have enough information to evaluate the probability related to the material population variability in
(2). We instead solve a modified optimization problem, given by

min C(t),

s.t. R(B) ≡ PF [g(t, B, F ) > 0] ≥ R.
(9)

Note that the evaluated reliability R(B) is now a random variable, induced by the random basis value.
Thus the t which solves (9) is a random variable. Furthermore, the uncertainty arising from the material
property is not accounted in the probability statement, as implied by the subscript.

It is important to note that it is patently unreasonable to expect these approaches to compare favorably
with true RBDO approaches – the regulated and mixed approaches are simply not tailored for controlling
failure probabilities. However, we include these results to show how the regulated approach fares in terms
of realized system reliability. To our knowledge, such a comparison has not been made in the literature
– the studies here give a sense of what potential improvements could be made, should RBDO be more
widely adopted in real aircraft design. Intuitively, this potential for improvement exists because, in both
the regulated (8) and mixed (9) approaches, the material uncertainty is effectively decoupled from system
reliability by the basis value.

2.4 Plug-In Estimate

As an alternative to the approaches above, one may model random material properties,[7] estimate the
distribution parameters θ, and evaluate all probabilities using the ‘plug-in’ estimate θ̂. This approach
leads to the modified optimization problem
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min C(t),

s.t. R(θ̂) ≡ P
X(θ̂)[g(t,X(θ̂)) > 0] ≥ R,

(10)

where we introduce the notation X(θ̂) ∼ ρ(θ̂) to denote a random variable drawn conditional on the
assumed parameter values θ̂, and note that the notationX implies the random variable is drawn according
to the ground truth parameters θ. Note that (10) also involves a random estimated reliability R(θ̂), with
the randomness induced by the estimated parameter values. Thus the t which solves (10) is also a random
variable. This design is computed using (3), substituting the estimated parameter values.

2.5 Metrics and Results

Here we compare the approaches above in terms of their performance, relative to the exact solution of (2).
For comparison, we introduce two performance metrics; the effective margin Meff,C(d) and effective

reliability Reff,g(d), defined in (11) below.

Meff,C(d) ≡ C(d)− C∗

C∗
,

Reff,g(d) ≡ PX [g(d,X) > 0].

(11)

Note that since Meff,C(d) is defined with respect to a minimal objective value C∗, it is only defined for
RBDO problems where such a value exists. The effective margin Meff,C(d) measures system performance
in terms of the chosen cost metric C(d). If Meff,C(d) is positive, it implies there must be slackness in the
reliability constraints (under the true parameter values θ), and the cost of the design could be reduced.
Conversely, negative effective margin implies the cost observed could not have been achieved without
violating a constraint – in this case effective margin is an indication of how under -built a design is.

The effective reliability Reff,g(d) directly measures the achieved reliability of a design, in terms of a
single constraint. An Reff,g(d) less than (greater than) the desired reliability implies under- (over-) design
in the system. In contrast with effective margin, which gives a single measure for a design problem, one
would have a set of effective reliabilities for a design problem – one for each reliability constraint. We
will illustrate a case with multiple constraints below.

Note that we will use these quantities to measure the performance of design strategies by considering
an ensemble of random designs† arising from different approaches. Furthermore, these quantities are
frequentist constructions, as they are predicated on the existence of a true parameter value θ.

Since the t arising from the strategies above are random, the resulting performance metrics are also
random. We simulate the sizing problem by drawing a variable number of material samples m, solving
the optimization problems analytically, and replicate this entire procedure to build confidence intervals
that measure design strategy performance. The results shown in Figure 1 demonstrate deficient behavior
with all approaches discussed above.

Both the regulated and mixed approaches result in either over- or under-designed solutions, depending
on the desired reliability. Intuitively, this deficiency is due to ‘decoupling’ of attendant uncertainties from
the system reliability. In computing a basis value, one gathers enough data to estimate the mean and
variance of a material population, but then collapses all data to a single number for structural sizing.
Any following design for reliability cannot account for distributional information in this framework, which
results in a lack of control over the ultimate failure chance. Stated differently, the basis value approach
attempts to add a form of margin (in the −kP,C(m)S term) to the material property, and additional
forms of margin are added in the downstream design process; since these margins are not designed in
terms of the system reliability, it is unsurprising they fail to control the system failure chance.

Note that given two standards of basis value – A- and B-basis – and the modeling assumptions used
to generate them (random variable model and sample size), one can easly recover the estimated moments
of the data, and use these for reliability design. However, one cannot reasonably claim to be performing
design using basis values in this case, as the results will be identical to the plug-in approach.

The plug-in approach asymptotically recovers zero effective margin, but returns an unacceptable
fraction of negative effective margin designs. This is because the plug-in approach adds no form of
margin. The estimated parameter values are assumed to be true for the purposes of sizing; when the
material capacity mean is overestimated (or the variance underestimated), the resulting design will be
less reliable than desired. In practice, a designer would want a principled way to add margin to quantities
directly related to failure criteria. These results motivate the introduction of precision margin.

†We have found that some have difficulty accepting the concept of random designs. Note that any deterministic function or
process, given a random input, necessarily produces a random output.
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Figure 1: Effective margin against sample size for designed reliability R = 0.99 (Top) and R = 1 − 10−7

(Bottom) in the uniaxial tension example. Since the reliable design problems are solved analytically, all
pathologies arise from the materials characterization process. We use an A-basis value in both reliability
problems. All approaches necessarily return random designs due to material uncertainties: Mean profiles
and two-sided 95% confidence intervals are approximated using 103 replications. The results shown here
illustrate that the regulated and mixed approaches do not control the failure probability. At low reliability
(Top), the use of a basis value leads to unintentional effective margin, while at high reliability (Bottom) its
use prevents the desired reliability from being achieved. Since no margin is added to the design, any effective
margin (whether positive or negative) is unintentional, and opaque to the designer. The plug-in approach
has zero effective margin in the asymptotic limit, but returns an unacceptable fraction of under-performing
designs at reasonable sample sizes. Ideally, one would desire a design procedure which has positive effective
margin at some designed confidence level. In Sec. 3 we introduce a procedure which approaches the ideal.
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Figure 2: Effective reliability against sample size for designed reliability R = 0.99 (Top) and R = 1− 10−7

(Bottom) in the uniaxial tension example. For ease of plotting, we report the effective failure chance

Feff = 1 − Reff, which carries the same information. The conclusions of Figure 1 are echoed here. At low
reliability targets the use of a basis value results in an overly-conservative design; that is, the failure chance
is lower than requested, implying that material could be removed and the design would still achieve the
desired reliability. Despite the fact that the A-basis value population fraction matches the desired reliability
target, both approaches using a basis value lead to significant over-design. At high reliability targets, the
opposite issue arises; the failure chance is higher by orders-of-magnitude.
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3 Precision Margin

In this section, we present a design methodology which overcomes the issues inherent in both the basis
value and plug-in approaches. Here we introduce the general concept of precision margin, provide
examples of its implementation, and present results for the uniaxial tension sizing problem.

3.1 Precision Margin Concept

Margin is a simple but ubiquitous concept from engineering. Margin is a displaced threshold for some
constraint, added to encourage a conservative design. Within the RBDO framework, one can add margin
in at least two ways:

PX [g(d,X) > gm] ≥ R,

PX [g(d,X) > 0] ≥ R+ p,
(12)

which we refer to (respectively) as margin in limit (MIL) state, and margin in probability (MIP): We will
see below that the MIP formulation provides additional, desirable properties. In (12), adding positive
margin (gm, p > 0) will result in an overly-conservative design, with regard to the desired reliability.
However, adding margin is useful in the realistic case where the parameters θ are not exactly known.

We introduce the concept of precision margin as a form of margin added to handle the statistical
uncertainties in θ̂ arising from an estimation procedure. Thus, we introduce the following definition:

Definition: Precision margin (PM) is any form of margin which:

1. Improves the reliability of a system limit state, based on discrepancy with the realized reliability

2. Decays to zero with increased precision

These requirements are inspired both by the deficiencies found among the methods in Section 2 and
by existing approaches in literature.[3] The plug-in approach uses estimates for ‘best guess’ parameter
values, but does not account for how those estimates may affect the realized reliability. Conversely, both
basis value approaches add some form of margin, but with a value decoupled from the system reliability.
Point 1 addresses these deficiencies. Note that the regulated and mixed approaches also failed to converge
to the true system reliability, even as the number of samples m approached infinity. Point 2 addresses
this, by imposing a convergence criteria.

Note that precision margin is intended to deal with statistical uncertainties only ; this excludes uniden-
tified uncertainties. This flexible definition can be implemented in multiple ways, as illustrated below.

3.2 Margin in Limit

Here we define the margin in limit (MIL) as a margin term gMIL,C based on the mean difference between
the estimated limit state ĝ and the true limit state g. This margin is defined at a desired confidence level
C by

P
θ̂

[

gMIL,C > E
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂))]− EX [g(d,X(θ))]

]

= C. (13)

Note that E
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂))] is a random variable, due to the randomness induced by θ̂. In order for

gMIL,C to be a PM, it must converge to zero as θ̂ → θ. We present a proof of this fact in Appendix
7.1. For the uniaxial tension example, the margin in limit PM has an analytic expression, given by
gMIL,C = Φ−1(C)τu/

√
m, independent of the thickness t. In a more general setting gMIL,C may be a

function of the design variables d, a fact which has implications for RBDO, and which will be revisited
in in Section 4.

Example results shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that the mean difference PM is indeed more con-
servative than the plug-in approach, but does not guarantee non-zero effective margin at the desired
confidence level, a property we will achieve with a different implementation below. Crucially, the margin
in limit PM results approach the desired reliability, in contrast with the approaches employing basis
values. Note also that the margin in limit PM formally relies on exact knowledge of θ; we will introduce
an approximation to this margin term below.
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Figure 3: Comparison of margin in limit PM (MIL PM) against an A-Basis Value (BV) and Plug-In (PI)
approaches at R = 0.99 (Top) and R = 1 − 10−7 (Bottom). Probabilities are evaluated analytically at
estimated parameter values, and 103 replications are carried out to construct mean curves and one-sided
95% confidence intervals. As predicted, the MIL approach is more conservative than the plug-in approach.
Crucially, the margin in limit approach approaches the desired reliability as the sample count is increased,
in contrast with the regulated and mixed approaches. Note that the MIL approach demonstrated here
relies on exact knowledge of θ; we present an approximation of this approach in Sec. 4. Despite the use
of exact knowledge, even the MIL approach leads to an unacceptable fraction of under-performing designs,
particularly in the strict-reliability case; in Sec. 4 we introduce an alternative strategy which addresses this
issue.

3.3 Margin in Probability

An equally valid means to add margin is to apply margin in the estimated reliability, as in the second
line of (12). This is an attractive option, as it more directly controls the quantity of interest for design
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for reliability – the failure chance – rather than exerting an indirect influence through the limit state.
Margin in probability p is applied by designing for the modified constraint

R(θ̂) = P
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂)) > 0] ≥ R+ p, (14)

where p is determined via the coupled auxiliary equation

P
θ̂
[p > R(θ̂)−R(θ)] = C. (15)

Applying margin in this fashion has a very desirable property; in this form, the confidence level C can
be interpreted as a probability of satisfying the desired reliability R(θ,d(θ̂)) ≥ R over the distribution
of random designs. We can see this by first assuming a slack form of the reliability constraint (14) is
satisfied,

R(d̂, θ̂) = R+ p+ ǫ, (16)

for any given random design d̂ ≡ d(θ̂), and computing

C = P
θ̂
[p > R(θ̂, d̂)−R(θ, d̂)],

= P
θ̂
[R(θ, d̂) > R+ ǫ].

(17)

Interpreting the probabilities of (17) requires that we consider random designs arising from the employed
design strategy. Since the design d̂ is random (induced by the random parameters θ̂), this allows us to
interpret the probability over θ̂.

We use the term confidently conservative (C2) to denote a design strategy with the property
C = P

θ̂
[R(θ, d̂) > R]. A strategy which is C2 is conservative in reliability at a known confidence level C.

In the case where the reliability constraint is not slack (i.e. ǫ = 0) over the distribution of d̂, the MIP
strategy is C2. For the MIP strategy, and by the non-decreasing property of CDF’s, a slack reliability
constraint implies a higher confidence level, while an infeasible constraint implies a lower confidence level.

Note that while C2 is a desirable property, we do not demand that a PM be C2; this is because
the property will be practically unattainable in any real engineering context, due to challenges such as
unknown unknowns. We introduce C2 as a theoretical ideal that practical design strategies can approach.
The example below will illustrate the C2 property of this design strategy.

Here we draw a comparison with the conservative reliability index (CRI) of Ito et al.,[3] which is
closely related to our proposed MIP approach. In nomenclature consistent with our presentation, they
recommend solving

min. C(d),

s.t. Rα ≥ R,

Pθ̂[R(θ̂) > Rα] = α.

(18)

We note that the CRI approach is a form of precision margin, as it encourages conservatism based on the
variability in the estimated reliability, and indeed recovers the true reliability with perfect information
(Appendix 7.3). However, with this formulation, we arrive not at a C2 condition, but rather find that

P
θ̂
[R(θ̂) > R] = α, (19)

which is the reliability conditional on the estimated parameter values which, for θ which take continuous
values, will be correct with zero probability. One implication of the CRI approach is that bias in the
estimated parameters can cause significant depatures in the realized reliability R(θ) from the desired
threshold R; we illustrate this fact with a simple example in Appendix 7.5.

Despite directly controlling the reliability, applying margin in probability has a weakness – this
approach is more numerically unstable than applying margin directly to the limit state. If p is estimated
via some noisy procedure, then it is possible for R+ p ≥ 1 to occur. In this case, the resulting reliability
problem is ill posed. The example below will also illustrate this pathology.

In the tension sizing example, the estimated reliability has an analytical form

R(θ̂) = Φ





X − µf/A(d)
√

S2 + τ 2
f /A(d)



 , (20)

which we use in a semi-analytic study of the probability margin approach, solving the design problem via
fixed-point iteration. Results of this numerical demonstration are reported in Figure 4, demonstrating
the C2 property described above.
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Figure 4: Comparison of margin in probability (MIP) against an A-Basis Value and Plug-In approaches at
R = 0.99 (Top) and R = 1− 10−7 (Bottom). The MIP approach is carried out semi-analytically. The MIP
results are similar to those of the MIL PM (Fig. 3), but demonstrate the confidently conservative property
defined above. Note that at lower sample counts (m < 50) in the strict reliability case (Bottom), results are
not given for low sample counts. This is due to realizations where the estimated margin is incompatible with
the desired reliability (i.e. R+ p > 1) – this strategy is C2 contingent on the constraint R(θ̂) ≥ R+ p. This
pathology illustrates a point: Margin in probability is a more numerically unstable procedure, as compared
with other forms of margin suggested in this work. An alternative (positive) view on the phenomenon is that
margin in probability can signal that the available information is incompatible with the desired reliability
targets. In practice, a designer may use MIP to determine when additional precision in estimates is required.

4 Enabling Estimation

The implementations of PM above are intractable for realistic problems, as they rely on knowledge of
the unknown parameters θ, and utilize exact reliability evaluations or expensive second-order Monte

11



Carlo approximations. This section builds up the tools necessary to enable estimation of the two PM
implementations introduced above, using only information available through the estimated parameters
θ̂ and limit state function evaluations g(d,Xi(θ̂)). The key insight is to build a random variable model
of our margin terms, justified by the delta method and enabled by an efficient gradient approximation
technique.

4.1 Delta Method

The delta method is a classical result from the statistics community, and is frequently used to estimate
moments and construct confidence intervals.[15] A theorem sufficient for our purposes is stated here.

Theorem: Let φ : Rdp → R be differentiable at θ ∈ R
dp , and let θ̂ ∼ N (θ,Tm) be a random vector with

Tm → 0 as m → ∞. Then φ(θ̂)
d→ N (θ, ∇θφ|⊤θ Tm ∇θφ|θ) as m → ∞, where

d→ denotes convergence
in distribution.

The theorem above can be understood in terms of a first-order Taylor approximation to the function
φ(θ̂) ≈ φ(θ) + ∇θφ

⊤(θ̂ − θ), which has a mean and variance matrix matching the normal distribution
above. As the estimator θ̂ concentrates towards θ with increasing m (implied by its shrinking covariance
matrix), the first-order approximation becomes more accurate, providing an intuitive explanation of the
delta method. Note that more general results may be employed for non-normal cases, so long as a similar
convergence criterion is met.[15]

Crucially, the result above implies that, under the stated conditions, a function of our estimated
parameters θ̂ is asymptotically normal – an implication which we may use to build a model of our
margin terms. We will employ plug-in estimates for the parameters (θ,T ), which leaves the gradient
remaining to estimate.

4.2 Parameter Gradients

A simple means to approximate the gradient would be a finite difference approximation. However, this
approach would be problematic if the mean difference were approximated via Monte Carlo sampling. For
example, if n samples were employed to estimate gMIL,C, an additional n×dr samples would be required
to approximate ∇

θ̂
gMIL,C|

θ̂
. Furthermore, the computational noise arising from Monte Carlo estimation

would necessitate a careful choice of finite difference step size.[16]
Rather than employ finite differences, we leverage the analytic form of the modeled random variable

ρ(θ̂) in the likelihood ratio (LR) approach.[9] Note that both the mean difference and probability margins
are defined in terms of an expectation; we will first consider the general case, and then specialize the
results below.

Let

φ(θ̂) = E
X(θ̂)[f(X(θ̂))],

=

∫

f(X)ρ(X; θ̂)dX,
(21)

and note that φ(θ̂) depends on its argument only through the distribution PDF; that is, not through
f(·) directly. Thus, we may manipulate the gradient

∇
θ̂
φ|

θ̂
= ∇

θ̂

∫

f(X)ρ(X; θ̂)dX,

=

∫

f(X)∇
θ̂
ρ(X; θ̂)dX,

=

∫

f(X)
∇

θ̂
ρ(X; θ̂)

ρ(X; θ̂)
ρ(X; θ̂)dX,

= E
X(θ̂)

[

f(X)
∇

θ̂
ρ(X; θ̂)

ρ(X; θ̂)

]

,

(22)

which is an expectation with respect to the same density ρ(θ̂), but with a modified integrand. The
quantity ∇

θ̂
ρ(X; θ̂)/ρ(X; θ̂) is known as the score function.[15] At first, expectation (22) may appear

to be a new quantity requiring a separate Monte Carlo estimate, which would double the expense of

12



approximating φ(θ̂) alone. However, note that f(X) is unchanged within the expectation of (22); the
parameter sensitivity is represented by the score. If φ were approximated via Monte Carlo

φ(θ̂) ≈ 1

m

m
∑

i=1

f(Xi(θ̂)), (23)

with Xi(θ̂) ∼ ρ(θ̂), then we may approximate the gradient using the same samples via

∇
θ̂
φ|

θ̂
≈ 1

m

m
∑

i=1

f(Xi(θ̂))
∇

θ̂
ρ(Xi(θ̂); θ̂)

ρ(Xi(θ̂); θ̂)
. (24)

Since the evaluation of f is usually the limiting computation, this procedure adds virtually no additional
computational expense.

4.3 Modeling the Margin in Limit

The parameter gradient may be employed to model and estimate the margin in limit in an economical
fashion. Let

D(d, θ̂) = E
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂))]− EX [g(d,X)],

= E
X(θ̂)

[

g(d,X(θ̂))− EX [g(d,X)]
]

,
(25)

which has the parameter gradient

∇
θ̂
D|

d,θ̂
= E

X(θ̂)

[

(

g(d,X(θ̂))− EX [g(d,X)]
) ∇

θ̂
ρ(θ̂)

ρ(θ̂)

]

, (26)

which enables first-order approximation of the moments

µD(d, θ̂) ≈ µ̃D(d, θ̂) = 0,

τD(d, θ̂)2 ≈ τ̃D(d, θ̂)2 ≡ ∇
θ̂
D|⊤

d,θ̂
Tm ∇

θ̂
D|

d,θ̂
.

(27)

As noted above, in the case where θ̂
d→ N (θ,Tm), we find that D(d, θ̂) is asymptotically normal. This

justifies a model for the margin in limit PM

PZ [g̃MIL,C > µ̃D(d, θ̂) + Zτ̃D(d, θ̂)] = C, (28)

with Z ∼ N (0, 1). This model problem has the exact solution

g̃MIL,C = Φ−1(C)τ̃D(d, θ̂). (29)

Note that in order to evaluate the required moments, we formally require the true value of T ; in practice,
we use a plug-in estimate. Figure 5 compares the MIL PM approximation (using plug-in estimates)
against the analytic approach (using true values).

4.4 Modeling the Margin in Probability

Much like the margin in limit, we may model and approximate the margin in probability via the delta
method. The approach is nearly identical; first define r = R(θ̂)−R(θ), and compute the partials

∇
θ̂
r|

d,θ̂
= E

X(θ̂)

[

1[g(d,X(θ̂)) > 0]
∇

θ̂
ρ(θ̂)

ρ(θ̂)

]

, (30)

where 1[·] is the indicator function. Note that R(θ) depends only indirectly upon θ̂, thus it is eliminated
in the computation of partials. The gradient above enables first-order approximation of the moments

µr(d, θ̂) ≈ µ̃r(d, θ̂) = 0,

τr(d, θ̂)
2 ≈ τ̃r(d, θ̂)

2 ≡ ∇
θ̂
R|⊤

d,θ̂
Tm ∇

θ̂
R|

d,θ̂
,

(31)

which in turn enable approximation of the probability margin via

p ≈ Φ−1(C)τ̃r(d, θ̂). (32)
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Figure 5: Comparison of approximate and exact margin in limit PM (MIL PM) approaches at R = 0.99
(Top) and R = 1− 10−7 (Bottom). The analytic approach is compared against Monte Carlo approximation
using the delta method, varying the number L of Monte Carlo samples. Note that the confidence bounds
of the approximation converge on those of the analytic approach, and the approximate mean behavior is
quite near the analytic results. Note also that in the high reliability case, the low sample count L leads to
highly under-performing designs, in terms of both mean and quantiles. This is due to inaccuracies in both
the estimated reliability and margin terms.

Figure 6 presents results for uniaxial tension using this approximation technique within a Monte
Carlo approach, compared against a construction similar to the predictive reliability index (PRI).[4]
Der Kiureghian provides an approximation to the PRI β̃ based on the delta method to the standard
reliability index β(θ) = Φ−1(R(θ)), given by
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µβ ≈ Φ−1(R(θ̂)),

σ2
β = ∇

θ̂
β|⊤

θ̂
T̂ ∇

θ̂
β|

θ̂
,

β̃ =
µβ

√

1 + σ2
β

.
(33)

Note that the PRI formally implies a Bayesian approach, while we have so far employed frequentist
constructions. Regardless, we will use the manipulations arising from (33) in the same fashion as the
approximations presented above, in order to provide some comparison against existing approaches. Note
that we cannot use the approximation technique of Ito et al.,[3] as our design problem does not take the
form of design variables perturbed by noise. One designs with the PRI via the constraint β̃ ≥ Φ−1(R);
we present results from this approach in Figure 6. Note that (33) effectively inflates the variance, but
provides no margin to the computed reliability index – Figure 6 demonstrates that the delta-approximated
PRI behaves much like the plug-in approach; it is not as conservative as the MIP approach.

Figure 6 demonstrates that careful balancing of the sample count m and number of Monte Carlo
samples n is necessary to approach the C2 property promised by the analytic MIP approach. We perform
a scalar analysis (Appendix 7.4) to study this phenomenon, and find that the Monte Carlo estimated
variance τ̂ 2 has variance in excess of τ̃ 2 approximated by

V[τ̂ 2] ≈ V[τ̃ 2]
(

1 + k
m

n

)

, (34)

where m is the sample count, n is the number of Monte Carlo samples, and k ∈ R>0 is an unknown
constant. Equation (34) illustrates that the estimated margin p̂C = Φ−1(C)τ̂ has dispersion in excess of
that considered in the delta method. An increase in m must be met with a comparable increase in n, in
order to combat this deleterious effect.

4.5 Integration and Implementation

Before moving on to our final example, we first discuss the practical integration of PM into a reliability-
based design optimization (RBDO) procedure. In order to fully realize the efficiency promised by the
approximation techniques above, particular integration choices must be made when implementing the
design and analysis loops.

First, since PM may (in general) depend on the design variables d, it must be estimated alongside
the system reliability. In both the margin in limit and margin in probability approaches we provide θ̂, T̂ ,
select R, C, and enforce a modified constraint. In the margin in limit approach, we enforce

P
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂)) > gMIL,C] ≥ R,

P
X(θ̂)

[

gMIL,C > E
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂))]− EX [g(d,X)]

]

= C,
(35)

while in the margin in probability approach, we enforce

P
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂)) > 0] ≥ R+ p,

P
θ̂

[

R(θ̂) > R+ p
]

= C.
(36)

In the case where the reliability analysis is nested within an optimization loop, the approach is called
bi-level;[17] – confusingly, some authors refer to this nesting as a ‘double loop’. For clarity, we note that
in this work we seek to address the statistical double loop; other authors have addressed the bi-level
issue.[18] Within a particular reliability analysis at value d, we first obtain realizations of the limit state
g(d,Xi(θ̂)), either directly (non-intrusively) or by sampling a constructed surrogate (e.g. via an intrusive
procedure). We then use these realizations to compute the margin of choice, which we then apply to the
reliability problem. Algorithm 1 illustrates both the margin in limit and margin in probability procedures
in pseudocode, using simple Monte Carlo.
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Figure 6: Effective margin for uniaxial tension at R = 0.90 using approximate probability margin (Top),
and compared against the predictive reliability index (PRI) approach (Bottom). Here we investigate a more
lax reliability target, in order to illustrate an important effect: Note that as the sample count increases,
the Monte Carlo samples (L) must increase to maintain the confidently conservative property. This implies
that a higher-accuracy reliability calculation must be used to properly leverage more accurate parameter
estimates. Also note that while PRI does account for parameter uncertainties, it is not C2, as it does not add
any form of margin. Conspicuously, we do not present a high-reliability case comparison – this is because
the MIP formulation is extremely expensive to run using simple Monte Carlo in the high reliability case! We
will return to this point in Section 6.
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Data: θ̂, T̂m;R, C, ǫ, n
Result: d∗

Select d0

while C(dj) not converged within ǫ do
Reliability Analysis
for i = 1 : n do

Xi ∼ ρ(θ̂)
gi ← g(dj ,Xi)

∇
θ̂
Di ←

gi−g

ρ(Xi;θ̂)
∇

θ̂
ρ(Xi; θ̂)

end

Margin Computation
∇

θ̂
D ← 1

n

∑n
i=1∇θ̂

Di

τ2D ← ∇θ̂
D⊤

T̂m∇θ̂
D

gMIL,C = Φ−1(C)
√

τ2D
R(θ̂)← 1

n

∑n
i=1 1[gi − gMIL,C > 0]

Design Optimization
Select dj+1 such that

Minimize C(dj+1)

Subject to R(θ̂) ≥ R

Iterate
j ← j + 1

end

return d
∗
← dj

Data: θ̂, T̂m;R, C, ǫ, n
Result: d∗

Select d0

while C(dj) not converged within ǫ do
Reliability Analysis
for i = 1 : n do

Xi ∼ ρ(θ̂)
gi ← g(dj ,Xi)

∇
θ̂
Ri ←

1[gi>0]

ρ(Xi;θ̂)
∇

θ̂
ρ(Xi; θ̂)

end

Margin Computation
∇

θ̂
R← 1

n

∑n

i=1∇θ̂
Ri

τ2R ← ∇θ̂
R⊤

T̂m∇θ̂
R

pC = Φ−1(C)
√

τ2R
R(θ̂)← 1

n

∑n

i=1 1[gi > 0]

Design Optimization
Select dj+1 such that

Minimize C(dj+1)

Subject to R(θ̂) ≥ R+ pC

Iterate
j ← j + 1

end

return d
∗ ← dj

Algorithm 1: Performing reliability-based design optimization with margin in limit (Left) and probability
(Right), using simple Monte Carlo. Here 1[·] denotes the indicator function. For brevity, the sample mean
g is used before it is formally available. The optimization algorithm employed is purposefully not specified
to emphasize the generality of the margin algorithms. Note that in both implementations, the margin
computation uses information already available from the reliability analysis. Since the evaluation of the
limit state gi is commonly the most expensive portion of the analysis, the computation of margin in these
approaches adds negligible computational expense.
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5 Demonstration: Cantilevered Beam

As a demonstration of the application of precision margin in a reliability-based design optimization, we
consider the design of a cantilevered beam [19]. Figure 7 illustrates the problem of a rectangular constant
cross-section cantilevered beam subject to a lateral load H and vertical load V at its end. Both loads
and the beam’s elastic modulus E and yield strength Y are assumed to be normally distributed as shown
in table 2; thus the problem has 4 random variables X = [H,V, E, Y ]⊤. For this problem, we consider
exact knowledge of the load distributions, but estimate distribution parameters for material properties
E and Y via sampling. The designer has control over two deterministic variables d = [w, t]⊤, the width
w and the thickness t of the beam. The quantities of interest for this problem include the cross-sectional
area of the beam wt, as well as the stress and displacement of the beam, which are desired to not exceed
the yield strength Y and maximum allowable displacement D0 = 2.2535 inches of the beam.

Figure 7: Schematic for the proposed cantilever beam problem subject to a lateral and vertical load [19].
Material properties (E, Y ) and loading (H,V ) are uncertain. L = 100 inches and w and t are deterministic
design variables.

Table 2: Truth distributions for the random variables in the cantilevered beam problem.

Name Variable Distribution
Lateral load H N (500, 1002)
Vertical load V N (1000, 1002)

Elastic modulus E N (2.9× 107, (1.45× 106)2)
Yield strength Y N (40000, 20002)

The stress S, and the displacement D in the beam are given by:

S(d,X) =
600V

wt2
+

600H

w2t
, (37)

D(d,X) =
4L3

Ewt

√

(

V

t2

)2

+

(

H

w2

)2

, (38)

whereupon the normalized limit state functions gS and gD are written as:

gS(d,X) = 1− S(d,X)

Y
, (39)

gD(d,X) = 1− D(d,X)

D0
, (40)

In the MIL implementation, we then formulate and solve the following minimum cross-sectional area
(i.e. minimum mass) design problem with chance constraints for the probability of failure to not exceed
0.135%:

min C(d) = wt,

s.t. RS(θ̂) ≡ P
X(θ̂)[gS(d,X(θ̂)) > gS,MIL,C] ≥ R = 0.99865,

RD(θ̂) ≡ P
X(θ̂)[gD(d,X(θ̂)) > gD,MIL,C] ≥ R = 0.99865,

1 ≤ w, t ≤ 4

(41)
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where the limit state margins gS,MIL,C and gD,MIL,C defined by the equality constraints in equation 35
calculated for confidence interval C = 0.95 are implicit. Similar manipulations yield the MIP approach. In
practice, we reformulate the constraints using the performance measure approach by rewriting them using
the inverse CDF of the limit state functions [20]. Such a formulation avoids issues during gradient-based
optimization when the calculated reliability is 100%.

We compare the results of the reliability-based optimization problem in Figures 8 and 9, and Tables
3 and 4 for several methods: the plug-in approach, mixed approach, and proposed precision margin
implementations. We first observe that optimization using the plugin approach leads to designs with
an unbiased effective margin which, on average, satisfies the reliability constraints. On the other hand,
optimization with basis values leads to excessively conservative designs for this problem, with a large
effective margin and extremely high reliability far from the desired value.

In contrast, optimization with the proposed precision margin approaches leads to conservative designs
which have positive effective margin and trend towards the desired design reliability with increasing sam-
ple count. In particular the delta-approximated margin in probability (MIP) implementation of the pre-
cision margin is desirable from an engineering perspective: Although it is not C2 (it is over-conservative),
it leads to conservative designs when little information is available about material properties. The ap-
proximate MIP approach is able to capitalize on improved information (greater m), and approaches true
C2 behavior. A comparison of the results in tables 3 and 4 also illustrates the increased effectiveness of
the MIP implementation at higher sample counts leading to less conservative but reliable designs.
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Figure 8: Effective margin for optimal cantilever beam designs using the plug-in approach (PI), basis value
approach, and proposed margin in limit (MIL) and margin in probability (MIP) precision margin approaches.
Confidence intervals are constructed via a normal approximation from 40 independent optimization results,
and chance constraints are estimated via Monte Carlo sampling with N = 1 × 105 samples. Note the
excessive margin when an A-basis value is used, and improved margin over the plug-in approach when
the PM approaches are employed, especially for the margin in probability approach. Note also that the
approximate MIP approach is not C2 in this case, as it is somewhat over-conservative, but does approach
the theoretical ideal.

6 Discussion

In this work, we introduced the concept of precision margin to aid in addressing statistical uncertainties
in RBDO. PM is, by construction, capable of controlling a system limit state and avoiding excessive design
conservatism. To show the flexibility of this concept, we introduced two operationalizations of the PM
concept, introducing margin in limit, and margin in probability. The latter provided an additional benefit:
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Figure 9: Effective reliabilities with respect to stress (Top) and displacement (Bottom) constraints corre-
sponding to the optimization results shown in figure 8. Optimization with basis values leads to an overly
conservative design, whereas design with the precision margin leads to designs with performance closer to the
requested performance. In particular, the margin in probability (MIP) PM approach leads to satisfactorily
conservative reliabilities which approach the design goal as information about material properties increases.

the ability to guarantee a desired reliability at a designed confidence level, what we called confidently
conservative (C2). We derived an approximation for and demonstrated the efficacy of both approaches
on a classic reliability test case – the cantilever beam problem – which reduced excess weight by 2− 5%
when compared with design using an A-basis value, while maintaining the desired reliability at (or above)
the desired confidence level. This demonstrates the potential of MIP and other PM strategies to produce
tangible gains in engineering design for reliability.

Practically, what must be done to perform design for reliability using PM instead of basis values? For
the MIP approach suggested above, one must first model the material properties with random variables,
in line with existing military design guidelines.[7] One must then estimate the parameters θ̂ for these
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Table 3: Comparison of cantilever beam optimization results for a sample count of 100 (i.e. using information
from 100 material property characterization tests). The average objective (cross-sectional area) value and
constraint reliabilities are shown with coefficients of variation in parentheses. For a constant density beam,
average weight savings of 2.4% are realized for design using the margin in probability (MIP) PM approach
compared to design using basis values (BV). Design using the margin in limit (MIL) PM approach yields
average weight savings of 5.9%.

Method Objective E[t] E[w] RS RD

MC+PI 9.53 (6.02× 10−3) 3.82 2.49 0.99869 (4.34× 10−4) 0.99913 (3.47× 10−4)
MC+BV 10.17 (8.38× 10−3) 3.90 2.61 0.99998 (1.98× 10−5) 0.99999 (7.23× 10−6)

MC+MIL PM 9.57 (6.20× 10−3) 3.84 2.49 0.99896 (3.40× 10−4) 0.99924 (3.28× 10−4)
MC+MIP PM 9.93 (6.63× 10−3) 3.88 2.56 0.99986 (8.54× 10−5) 0.99996 (1.31× 10−5)

Table 4: Comparison of cantilever beam optimization results for a sample count of 1000 (i.e. using informa-
tion from 1000 material property characterization tests). The average objective (cross-sectional area) value
and constraint reliabilities are shown with coefficients of variation in parentheses. For a constant density
beam, average weight savings of 4.7% are realized for design using the margin in probability (MIP) PM ap-
proach compared to design using basis values (BV). Note the increased savings compared to when a sample
count of 100 is used. Design using the margin in limit (MIL) PM approach yields average weight savings of
5.2%.

Method Objective E[t] E[w] RS RD

MC+PI 9.51 (1.47× 10−3) 3.79 2.51 0.99865 (9.11× 10−5) 0.99926 (1.85× 10−4)
MC+BV 10.05 (2.09× 10−3) 4.00 2.51 0.99995 (5.77× 10−6) 0.99996 (6.75× 10−6)

MC+MIL PM 9.53 (1.51× 10−3) 3.81 2.50 0.99874 (9.11× 10−5) 0.99920 (2.75× 10−4)
MC+MIP PM 9.58 (1.69× 10−3) 3.87 2.48 0.99906 (9.56× 10−5) 0.99913 (2.63× 10−4)

random variables – this is already done in some approaches to computing basis values.[21] In addition,
one must estimate a covariance matrix T̂m for the estimated parameters, for use in the delta method.
Finally, one must perform RBDO with MIP as illustrated above; the computational expense of this effort
will scale with the desired reliability tolerance, and with the cost involved with system simulation.

Of course, further efforts are necessary to develop and deploy the PM concept. Numerous algorithms
and software packages for design for reliability exist, which could benefit from integration with a PM im-
plementation. Acceleration is also key; in this work we considered simple Monte Carlo, which is known to
be slow to converge – concretely, this stymied our efforts to apply MIP in the high-reliability case. Inte-
grating PM with fast integrators and quadrature rules is a clear next step. The current implementations
of PM suggested here lean heavily on an assumed distribution; this weakness could be lessened by using
a more general random variable model, such as the Johnson distribution.[22] Furthermore, it would be
desirable to have a non-parametric (empirical) way to implement PM – an approach which would ideally
be robust to departures from modeled randomness. An application of the ambiguity set may aid in
non-parameteric efforts.[23] Operationally, it may be beneficial to formulate both the design and sam-
pling plan within the same optimization, using margin as a link – recent developments in multi-objective
optimization leveraging stochastic dominance appear to be an attractive path forward.[24] Finally, we
reiterate that PM is intended to cover statistical uncertainties only – uncertainties addressed by Factors
of Safety include unknown unknowns, so a PM could never replace a FOS. However, we believe that
precision margin is an early but key component of quantifying, propagating, and above all managing
uncertainty in engineering design.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Margin in Limit PM

In this entry, we prove that the margin in limit (MIL) approach satisfies convergence property 2. This
Appendix entry adopts the more standard statistics notation of Van der Vaart[15], in contrast with the
bulk of the manuscript.

Claim: Suppose
√
m(θ̂ − θ)

d→ N (0,T ). Then the margin gMIL,C defined in (13) is asymptotically zero,
satisfying Point 2.

Pf: Define

D(d, θ̂) = E
X(θ̂)[g(d,X(θ̂))]− EX [g(d,X(θ)), (42)

an application of the delta method [15] yields

√
m(D(d, θ̂)−D(d,θ))

d→ N (0, τ ′2), (43)

where τ ′2 = ∇θD|⊤
d,θ T ∇θD|

d,θ. Note that D(d,θ) = 0. By the definition of gMIL,C , we have the limit

gMIL,C → τ ′

√
m

Φ−1(C), (44)

which completes the proof.�

7.2 Margin in Probability PM

In this entry, we prove that the margin in probability (MIP) approach satisfies convergence property 2.

Claim: Suppose
√
m(θ̂ − θ)

d→ N (0,T ). Then the margin pC defined in (13) is asymptotically zero,
satisfying Point 2.

Pf: Define

r(d, θ̂) = R(d, θ̂)−R(d, θ̂), (45)

an application of the delta method [15] yields

√
m(r(d, θ̂)− r(d,θ))

d→ N (0, τ ′2), (46)

where τ ′2 = ∇θr|⊤d,θ T ∇θr|d,θ. Note that r(d,θ) = 0. By the definition of pC, we have the limit

pC → τ ′

√
m

Φ−1(C), (47)

which completes the proof.�
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7.3 Conservative Reliability Index PM

In this entry, we prove that the conservative reliability index (CRI) satisfies convergence property 2.

Claim: Suppose
√
m(θ̂ − θ)

d→ N (0,T ), and that R(θ̂) is differentiable with respect to θ at the true
parameter value. Then the quantile Rα → R(θ), satisfying Point 2.

Pf: Recall

Pθ̂[R(θ̂)−Rα > 0] = α, (48)

an application of the delta method [15] to the approximate reliability yields

√
m(R(θ̂)−R(θ))

d→ N (0, τ ′2), (49)

where τ ′2 = ∇θR|⊤
d,θ

T ∇θR|
d,θ

. The asymptotic solution to auxillary equation (48) is then given by

Rα → R(θ)− τ ′

√
m

Φ−1(α), (50)

thus the constraint Rα ≥ R recovers the true reliability constraint R(θ) ≥ R in the asymptotic limit. �

7.4 Balancing Error

In this entry, we study the error contributions to margin in probability using a delta approximation.
Suppose we have a single parameter θ, estimated by tm, and wish to apply margin pC of the form

p̂C = Φ−1(C)τ̂ ,
τ̂ 2 = r̂′tmr̂′,

(51)

where r′ = dr
dθ

∣

∣

tm
, and r̂′ is a Monte Carlo approximation of the type described in Section 4.2. Note that

τ̂ 2 is an estimate; thus it is itself randomly distributed. While the delta method guarantees convergence
for the estimate τ̃ , it does not account for additional variability arising from the Monte Carlo estimate
of the derivative. The following investigation considers the effects of Monte Carlo on τ̂ 2, compared with
τ̃ 2 = tmr′2.

The central limit theorem endorses the following random variable models

tm ∼ N (θ, γ2/m),

r̂′ ∼ N (r′, σ2/n).
(52)

One may show that τ̂ 2 has moments given by

E[τ̂ 2] = θ(r′2 + σ2/n),

V[τ̂ 2] =
γ2

m
r′4

[

1 +

(

3

r′4
+ 2

θ2m

r′4γ2

)(

2
σ2

n
r′2 +

σ4

n2

)]

.
(53)

The expectation E[τ̂ 2] illustrates bias in our estimate, but it is always positive, and thus only increases
conservatism. In the limit n,m >> 1, we can approximate

V[τ̂ 2] ≈ γ2

m
r′4

[

1 + 4
θ2σ2

γ2r′4
m

n

]

,

= V[τ̃ 2]
(

1 + k
m

n

)

.

(54)

Equation (54) enables us to understand the error properties demonstrated in Figure 6: Compared with
the quantity τ̃ 2 considered in the delta method, the estimate τ̂ 2 has excess variance, scaled by the factor
km

n
. If the sample count m is increased without a comparable increase in Monte Carlo samples n, then the

excess variance can result in both over- and under-estimated margin terms. It is these under-estimated
cases that foil the C2 property of the estimated MIP procedure.

While (54) suggests that ‘balancing’ the sample count m and Monte Carlo samples n is desirable, one
cannot make a more precise statement without knowing the value of the constant k, which in general
will be unknown. A practical heuristic is to seek m << n; fortunately, physical samples m will often be
considerably more expensive to gather than computational samples n.
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7.5 Example: Bias in Reliability Calculation

As mentioned above, the CRI framework of Ito et al.[3] is attractive, but susceptible to bias. Here we
provide an example RBDO problem which illustrates this issue. We consider the following problem

min. d,

s.t. PX(λ)[d−X ≥ 0] ≥ R,

d ≥ 0,

(55)

where λ parameterizes an exponential random variable X ∼ exp(1)/λ. In this case R(λ) = 1−exp(−λd),
so d∗ = − log(1−R)/λ. Our objective in this example is to approximate a solution to RBDO problem
(55), in the absence of the true value of λ, but given samples from the true distribution Xi ∼ exp(1)/λ.
The maximum likelihood estimator for λ is given by

λ̂ = 1/X, (56)

which is known to be biased estimator. While we can easily re-parameterize the exponential distribution
to avoid this issue, more generally one may want to work with biased estimators, for instance to take
advantage of Stein’s phenomenon.[25]

The original Ito et al. work is framed in terms of failure probabilities, so we carry out the trivial
transform to this form, seeking a desired failure probability F = 1−R, and consider the CRI approach

min. d,

s.t. Fα ≤ F ,

d ≥ 0,

Pλ̂[F (λ̂) < Fα] = α,

(57)

in comparison with the MIP approach

min. d,

s.t. F (λ̂) + p ≤ F ,

d ≥ 0,

Pλ̂[F (λ)− F (λ̂) < p] = α.

(58)

Practically, we cannot use the approximation technique suggested in Ito et al.[3], as the shape of the
sampling distribution for λ̂ is dependent on the design variables. We solve both optimization problems
semi-analytically, using a monte-carlo approximation for the sampling distribution of λ̂. We report the
single result arising from (57), along with the α -percentile case from (58) in Table 5.

Table 5: Effective margin results from example RBDO problems posed in (57) and (58), with F = 0.01, α =
0.9, reported against sample count m. Note that the CRI approach has an effective margin of nearly −50% at
low sample counts; this is due to the unhandled bias entering through the exponential parameter estimator.
The MIP approach achieves an effective margin near machine precision ǫ.

m 5 10 25 50 100 500 1000
Meff,CRI −0.496 −0.376 −0.239 −0.176 −0.129 −0.058 −0.043
Meff,MIP O(ǫ) O(ǫ) O(ǫ) O(ǫ) O(ǫ) O(ǫ) O(ǫ)
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